Introduction
The evolutionary approach to multiple function optimization formulated in the rst part of the paper 1] is applied to the optimization of the low-pressure spool speed governor of a Pegasus gas turbine engine, a non-trivial and realistic nonlinear multiobjective optimization problem.
The study provides an illustration of how a technique such as the Multiobjective Genetic Algorithm can be applied. It also exempli es how the trade-o information generated by the algorithm can contribute to a better understanding and appreciation of the complexity of the problem before requirements are re ned. In particular, the concept of preferability can be seen to establish an important compromise between aggregating function approaches, which would provide a single nal solution, and a pure Pareto approach, which would be faced with sampling a very large trade-o surface of which only a small portion is of practical relevance. Variable dependencies leading to ridge-shaped tness landscapes can also be identi ed in the problem.
The gas turbine engine model
This study is based on a non-linear model of a Rolls Royce Pegasus gas turbine engine. The engine layout and the physical meaning of some of the associated variables are shown in Figure 1 . The engine model reproduces dynamic characteristic variations for the fuel thrust range over the complete ight envelope.
The model of the full system also includes a fuel system model, stepper motor input and digital fan speed controller, and is shown in Figure 2 2 , 3]. The demand in low-pressure spool speed (NLDEM) is the only control input of the controller. The other inputs allow external perturbations to be applied to the system, but are not used in this work. NLDEM is compared with the actual speed of the lowpressure spool (NL) in order to produce a demand in high-pressure spool speed 3 The design problem Each block of the controller, NLLOOP and NHLOOP, is characterized by four parameters, one of which is a real gain value. The other three parameters are time constants. The appropriate setting of such parameters, or design variables, is cast as the problem of optimizing a number of closed-loop performance measures.
In the existing controller, the non-linearity of the plant (i.e., the stepper motor, the fuel system and the engine) is handled by scheduling di erent controller parameters on-line against the values of NLDEM and NH. In this study, a single operating point of the plant is considered, and the design procedure described gives but a single step towards the design of a controller for the full range of operation of the plant. Nevertheless, the example serves well to show how the concept of preferability can be e ectively explored by an evolutionary technique such as the Genetic Algorithm.
Design objectives
The design objectives were extracted from the original stability and response requirements provided by the manufacturers, consisting of a selection of both time and frequency-domain objectives. Frequency-domain measures were computed from the model linearized around the operating point de ned by NL = 70%. The time-domain characteristics were derived from the response of the full non-linear model to a (small) step input of 3%NL, obtained through simulation.
Closed-loop stability. The stability of the closed-loop system is probably the most basic objective to be satis ed. In the discrete-time case, the maximum pole magnitude of the corresponding closed-loop system provides a simple and e ective means of assessing how far from being stabilizing a non-stabilizing controller is. If set up as a high-priority objective with unity for a goal, this measure enables stabilizing controllers to be found before other objectives come into play 5].
If, however, a fast time response is also required, the maximum pole magnitude of the nal controller should continue to be minimized below unity. For this reason, this measure is set up as a soft objective here.
Gain and phase margins. The gain and phase margins are measures of robustness to multiplicative loop perturbations. They are generally independent from the maximum pole magnitude of the closed-loop system. The gain margin for the Pegasus engine is required to be at least 1.5 (3:53 dB), and the phase margin is required to be at least 50 degrees. Both margins are measured by opening the loop after the controller output. 1 The maximization of both margins is implemented as the minimization of their complements.
Rise time The time taken by the closed-loop system to reach, and stay above, 70% of the nal output change demanded by a step-input. It is required to be no longer than 0:7 of the time taken by the open-loop engine to reach 70% of a similar output change, following a step in fuel ow.
Settling time The time taken by the closed-loop system to stay within 10% of the nal output change demanded by a step-input. It is required to be no longer than the time taken by the open-loop engine to reach 90% of a similar output change, following a step in fuel ow.
Overshoot The maximum value reached by the output as a consequence of a step input should not exceed the nal output change by more than 10%.
Output error Given the presence of a pure digital integrator in the control loop, the steady-state output error of the system is guaranteed to be zero. Consequently, and provided the system is fast enough, the output error measured at the end of the simulation should be close to zero. The associated goal is set to 0:1% of the desired output value. 2 
Implementation
The several objective functions, the multiobjective ranking algorithm, and all GA routines were implemented as Matlab 
Parameter encoding
The controller parameters were encoded as 15-digit binary strings each, using Gray coding, and then concatenated to form the chromosomes. Gain parameters in the interval 10 ?4 ; 10 3 ), and time constants in the interval 10 ?6 ; 10) (s), were logarithmically mapped onto the set of possible chromosome values, f0; : : : ; 2 15 ? 1g, providing a resolution of about 4 signi cant digits in each case.
Genetic operators
The genetic algorithm consisted of a fairly standard generational GA with multiobjective ranking, and with sharing and mating restriction implemented in the objective domain, as described in Part I 1]. A small percentage (10%) of random immigrants was inserted in the population at each generation, with a view to making the GA more responsive to on-line preference changes 9].
After evaluation, multiobjective ranks were computed according to the current preferences, and the population sorted. Fitness assignment followed.
Fitness assignment and selection
The selective pressure (de ned as the ratio between the number of o spring expected by the best individual in the population and the average number of ospring per individual) imposed by rank-based tness assignment is constant and can be easily set. In particular, arbitrary values of selective pressure can be obtained by assigning tness exponentially 10].
In a xed-size population, the average number of o spring per individual is one and, therefore, the number of o spring expected by the best individual equals the selective pressure. In the present case, however, only 90% of the individuals in the new population are the result of selection, the remaining 10% consisting of random immigrants. Consequently, for the expected number of o spring of the best individual to be kept constant, selective pressure must increase with the percentage of random immigrants introduced in the population. This is useful in setting parameters such as the mutation rate, as discussed below.
By guaranteeing a non-zero, although small, probability of reproduction to the least t individuals in the population for all values of selective pressure, exponential ranking also gives random immigrants a chance to take part in the next recombination stage of the algorithm. It is desired that, through recombination, they may pass their genetic diversity on to the population, since it is unlikely that randomly generated individuals are able to compete with the current best directly in terms of tness, especially as the population evolves towards optimality.
The tness assigned to individuals with the same multiobjective rank is averaged, and tness shared within each rank before selection takes place. The sharing parameter share is estimated given the number N of preferable individuals in the present generation and, for each objective, either the range they de ne in objective space, or the corresponding range de ned by the set of preferred individuals found until, and including, the present generation, whichever is smaller. This encourages the population to expand across the trade-o surface, while allowing it to contract when some of its preferable individuals become known to lie outside the preferred region.
Selection uses Baker's stochastic universal sampling (SUS) algorithm 11], which is optimal in terms of bias and spread. It minimizes the stochastic errors associated with roulette-wheel selection, and, thus, genetic drift.
Recombination
Once the parents of the next generation have been selected from the old population, they are paired up and recombined with high probability (0:7). Mating restriction is implemented by forming pairs of individual within a distance mate of each other in objective space, where possible 12]. Reduced-surrogate 13] shu e crossover 14] is used for recombination.
Mutation
Although initially thought to play a secondary rôle in the context of the Genetic Algorithm 15], mutation has been found to, despite its simplicity, be an important, active search operator. Independent bit mutation is characterized by a single parameter, the bit mutation rate, or probability, the setting of which depends on the selective pressure and chromosome length 16].
If there was no crossover, the probability of an individual not actually undergoing, or surviving, mutation should be at least the inverse of the best individual's expected number of o spring for the best individual to, on average, be passed on to the next generation. For length`chromosomes, P m 1 ? ?1=ẁ
here P m represents the bit mutation probability. In the presence of crossover, the actual P m should be somewhere below the limit. For = 2, setting P m = 1 ? ( ) ?1=ẁ here = 0:9, was found to perform well. (Note that in the presence of mating restriction, crossover tends not to be too destructive).
O spring evaluation
Only those o spring which were actually changed by the genetic operators were re-evaluated, as suggested in 17]. This simple \caching" mechanism reduced the number of objective function evaluations by between 20% and 25%.
Results
The setting of the gain parameters of the controller given the existing timeconstant parameter values will be considered rst. Involving only two decision variables, this formulation makes it possible to directly visualize cost surfaces in the decision variable domain.
The optimization of all eight controller parameters follows, with emphasis being put on the articulation of preferences in the objective domain. The seven objectives described above are included in both cases. 
A two-variable example
Consider the problem of minimizing the seven objectives by varying only the controller gains, KNL and KNH. Since there are only two variables, the cost surfaces associated with each of the objectives can be produced through gridding and visualized, although this is a computationally intensive task.
Figures 3 to 6 depict four of the seven single-objective cost surfaces involved in this problem. Due to the bad scaling of some of these objectives, the points on the grid were ranked after evaluation, as discussed in Part I 1]. Whilst being closer to how a GA with ranking would see them, the resulting surfaces are much easier to visualize than the original ones. In each case, the axes have been rotated so as to highlight the features of each surface.
It is possible to see how some objectives, notably those de ned in the time domain, tend to display large at regions corresponding either to lowest performance, as with settling time ( Figure 5 ) and rise-time (not shown), or even to optimal performance in that objective's sense, as with overshoot ( Figure 6 ). However, zero (optimal) overshoot means very little on its own: for example, it may imply too long a rise-time.
In these regions of the search space, the optimizer must rely on other objec- tives, such as the maximum closed-loop pole magnitude (Figure 3) . The closed forms used to compute the gain and phase margins, though resulting in fairly fast numerical algorithms, proved not to be su ciently numerically robust across the whole search space. This is apparent in Figure 4 for the phase margin. Nevertheless, the algorithms did produce accurate results with \sensible" gain settings, and were used instead of more stable, but brute-force, approaches. (A discussion of genetic search with approximate function evaluations can be found in 18]).
One can also estimate and plot a representation of the cost surface associated with the Pareto formulation of the problem when no goals are speci ed (Figure 7) . Here, the most striking features are, perhaps, the large area of the search space corresponding to non-dominated solutions and the irregular shape of that region, also shown in Figure 8 .
Specifying goals for the objectives de nes a much smaller area of preferable solutions (Figures 9 and 10) , whose dimensions approach the resolution of the grid. As it turns out, none of these points is, in fact, satis cing. Actual preferred solutions, whether satis cing or not, will probably be con ned to an even smaller region of the search space. 
Genetic algorithm results
A genetic algorithm with a population size of 100 individuals was run on this problem ve times, each time for 50 generations. Out of a total of about 4000 points evaluated in each run, around a half were non-dominated relatively to each other. Of these, from 10 to 200 points were satis cing. Runs in which the population could locate itself earlier on the satis cing region rapidly produced variations of the rst satis cing individuals found, which explains why some runs were apparently much more successful than others.
In this example, some degree of preference information proves to be absolutely necessary to guide the GA through a very large non-dominated set towards solutions of practical interest. Figure 11 illustrates the solutions so-far-preferable at three di erent stages of an algorithm run. The preferable solutions found at the end of the run reveal trade-o s between the several objectives within the bounds imposed by the goals associated with them.
In these plots, objectives are represented by their integer index i on the xaxis, and performance in each objective dimension is plotted on the y-axis. Each candidate solution x is represented by a line connecting the points (i; f i (x)). A trade-o between adjacent objectives results in the crossing of lines between them, whereas non-concurrent lines indicate that those objectives are non-competing. For example, rise-time (objective 4) and settling-time (objective 5) do not seem to compete heavily. In turn, there is a clear trade-o between these two objectives and objective 6 (overshoot). The gain and phase margins (objectives 2 and 3) seem to be competing objectives in part of the trade-o only.
Full controller parameter optimization
The optimization of the full controller assumes no a priori knowledge of the controller parameter values apart from that implicitly used in setting the parameter ranges. Individuals are now 120-bit long, and the population is increased to 150 individuals.
Running the GA reveals a much larger set of satis cing solutions. The preferable individuals found until, and including, the 40th generation are shown in Figure 12 (a). When compared with the previous example, the solutions found have all greater maximum pole-magnitudes, that is, longer time-constants. On the other hand, they generally exhibit better stability margins and settling time. Thus, not only do the solutions found in this second example not dominate those found previously, but also they represent a signi cantly di erent region of the preferable set.
The fact that the 8-variable GA could not nd solutions similar to, or better than, those found for the 2-variable example shows how sampling the whole preferred region with a population of a given size may not be always feasible, even though niche induction mechanisms are used. The diversity among the preferable individuals in the population at generation 40, shown by the corresponding tradeo graph in Figure 12(b) , is an indication that these techniques are indeed at work, at least to some extent. Nevertheless, their e ectiveness in causing the population to spread across the whole, actual, preferred set also depends on the genetic algorithm's own ability to capture the regularities in the tness landscape, and generate o spring accordingly. Unfortunately, as discussed in Part I 1], binary coded GAs cannot be expected to be able to deal well with strong variable dependencies.
Appropriate interaction with the decision maker can help address this difculty. The algorithm has found solutions which do, in principle, meet their goals, and which it sees all as equally t. Other solutions non-preferable to these may exist, but they are probably more di cult to nd given the encoding structure used for the chromosomes and the associated genetic operators. If the DM nds the candidate solutions produced by the GA unacceptable, then preferences should be re ned so as to stimulate the GA to move on to a di erent region of the non-dominated set. As an example, consider again the trade-o graph in Figure 12 (a). The stepresponse error at the end of the simulations is not particularly low, re ecting the long time constants associated with maximum pole magnitudes close to unity. If faster responses are desired, the DM can tighten the goals associated with either, or both, of these two objectives while continuing to run the algorithm.
Suppose the DM chooses to lower the goal associated with the maximum pole magnitude to 0:98. Solutions capable of meeting this new requirement turn out not to have yet been found, and a set of relatively non-dominated solutions close to being satis cing is presented to the DM (Figure 13(a) ). If the DM believes this new set of goals can in fact be met (for example, because some goals in the previous set have clearly been over-attained), there is no algorithmic reason not to specify it. If the GA cannot nd satis cing solutions, it will at least produce a set of relatively non-dominated approximations to the new goals on which further preference changes can be based. As the population continues to evolve, reductions in maximum pole magnitude are accompanied by reductions in the step-response error measured at the end of the simulation, and satis cing solutions are eventually found at the expense of some degradation in gain margin and other objectives (Figure 13(b) ).
Further re nements could involve specifying hard, instead of soft, bounds for some of the objectives. Suppose the DM decided that a gain margin of 6dB seemed possible (in the presence of the trade-o graph), and that better gain and phase margins would not be required. Raising the priority of these objectives, and changing the gain margin goal, converts them into hard constraints as desired. Doing so reduces the preferred set further (Figure 14(a) ), and the process continues. The family of step responses corresponding to the trade-o graph in Figure 14 (b) is shown in Figure 15 . 
Discussion
In the authors' search for a reduced, yet illustrative, set of realistic design objectives for the Pegasus engine, the ability of the GA to exploit omissions in the design requirements soon became apparent. The set up of the closed-loop maximum pole magnitude as a soft objective instead of a hard one was a direct consequence of the solutions produced by early runs of the algorithm being clearly unacceptable: the GA was sometimes able to exploit the non-linearity of the plant in such a way that the step-response characteristics achieved were only valid for the particular amplitude of the step used during simulation. Applying slightly larger or smaller steps to the controlled plant immediately revealed the slow dynamics in the closed loop, deeming the controller unacceptable.
The objective functions and respective goals used in these examples re ect design concerns in a direct form. The problems were formulated from the point of view of the designer, not that of the optimizer. The associated cost landscapes do not all meet common requirements such as continuity, smoothness, and absence of at regions, and neither does the resulting multiobjective cost landscape. The practical usefulness of such a formulation is, therefore, tied to the ability to search and optimize cost surfaces in a class much broader than usual, as provided by the GA.
On the other hand, GAs do work best when no strong dependencies between decision variables exist, which was neither the case for the simple example given in Part I 1], nor is the case for the Pegasus controller design example. Evolutionary algorithms to be used in multiobjective parameter optimization should undoubtedly address this issue, because it seems to arise from the very nature of the Pareto formulation. Decision variable dependencies have been taken into account mainly in the context of Evolution Strategies 19] , at the coding level. Simple mating restriction techniques, as described and discussed in Part I 1], may require too large a population to become e ective as the size and complexity of the trade-o surfaces increase, while also remaining practical. The preferability relation provides a means of addressing this di culty by interfacing between the DM and the search algorithm, and allowing the two to interact.
When objective functions are very expensive to evaluate, the interactive use of the MOGA may become less attractive due to the long time spent at the function evaluation stage of the GA. In such generational EAs, however, many candidate solutions can be evaluated independently from each other, making possible the use of parallelism paradigms which exploit event replication, while largely avoiding issues such as load balancing and inter-processor communication problems. Parallel formulations (as opposed to parallel implementation) of EAs are also important alternatives, because of the niche mechanisms which arise in geographically isolated populations.
Finally, evolutionary algorithms are not restricted to parameter optimization. They are also, and probably mainly, powerful combinatoric optimizers. The preferability relation can, in principle, be applied to virtually all design applications of evolutionary algorithms, whether they involve permutation problems such as scheduling and the travelling salesman problem 20], grouping problems such as process-processor mapping 21] and non-linear model term selection 22], or the evolution of computer programs 23].
Concluding remarks
The application of the multiobjective genetic algorithm to a controller design example was used to demonstrate the need for some degree of preference articulation in Pareto-based evolutionary optimization. The preferability relation provides such a mechanism, allowing the designer to concentrate on design requirements rather than on the properties of the nal cost function to be optimized.
The interactive use of such an evolutionary multiobjective algorithm is very attractive. Speed of execution then becomes an important concern, which can possibly be addressed with parallel processing techniques. The need for improved EAs capable of addressing strong variable dependencies to some extent has also been highlighted.
